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Study of relativistic electron beam production and transport
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The results of a numerical study of high-intensity short-pulse laser interaction with wire targets are
presented. Fast electron production and transport in solid density plasma is modeled using the
implicit hybrid particle-in-cell code LSP D. R. Welch et al., Phys. Plasmas 13, 063105 2006.
These simulations were performed with realistic target size and laser parameters and over times
much longer than the laser pulse. Nonlinear interaction processes, i.e., microchanneling and density
steepening, have been observed. The spectrum of the relativistic electrons produced has a reduced
slope temperature compared to that predicted by ponderomotive scaling. Preformed underdense
plasma has been found to bottleneck fast electrons due to the intense magnetic fields generated near
the critical surface. In a thin long wire target, the overall propagation length of the fast electrons is
about 160 m; however, surface fields guide a small fraction of electrons to longer distances. These
results are in good agreement with the experiments and have demonstrated that the modeling of
electron transport relevant to fast ignition can be pursued in an integrated manner. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2965149
I. INTRODUCTION
In the reentrant cone guided fast ignition scheme,1 ener-
getic electrons produced in high-intensity short-pulse laser-
plasma interaction LPI have to propagate through tens of
micrometers of overdense plasma to ignite the precom-
pressed core. Since this problem involves nonlinear laser-
plasma interaction, the transport of a huge current MA of
fast electrons from the critical surface to the core, and an
associated density change of many orders of magnitude, it
presents astronomical computational challenges. Even with
the state-of-the-art parallel supercomputers, full-scale three-
dimensional 3D fast ignition modeling is still beyond the
current capabilities. A common practice is to examine indi-
vidual components of the interaction with simplified models.
Fast electron generation from the LPI in the critical density
region, and their transport in the overdense region, are mod-
eled separately using explicit particle-in-cell PIC methods
and hybrid PIC methods, respectively. Standard explicit PIC
modeling of LPI requires an extremely fine mesh deter-
mined by consideration of the plasma Debye length,
Dcm=743T /n, where T is in eV and n is in cm−3. For
example, D0.002 m for a plasma temperature T
=100 eV and a density of 1021 cm−3 and small time steps
ctx /2, where x is the grid size. Otherwise numeri-
cal grid heating will occur and nonphysical results will be
produced.2 These factors limit the size of the plasma that can
be incorporated in explicit PIC simulations, even on large
parallel supercomputers. For a large-scale simulation of fast
electron beam transport in overdense plasmas, implicit hy-
brid PIC methods, where the fast electrons are treated as
particles and the dense background plasma as fluids, are
commonly used. Such methods permit a much larger grid
size and time step to be employed compared to that required
in the explicit PIC method. In these hybrid PIC simulations,
fast electrons with a distribution function obtained from the
empirical scalings for slope temperature Th, angular spread,
and conversion efficiency at the given laser intensities are
either injected into the cold dense fluid plasma or promoted
from the cold background electrons. Such hybrid simulations
have been very successful in modeling the fast electron beam
transport in the solid or highly compressed plasma targets.3–5
However, it should be noted that the above-mentioned elec-
tron transport modeling ignores relativistic electron re-
interaction with the laser fields,6 the effects of the laser
plasma interaction caused density modification,7 and the LPI
produced intense fields near the interaction region8 on the
fast electron generation and propagation. In the regime rel-
evant to fast ignition, substantially large preformed plasmas
100s micrometers are expected due to the interaction of
the nanosecond long amplified spontaneous emission ASE
pedestal of the main laser pulse with an energy on the Joule
level with the target. Nonlinear plasma dynamics under the
interaction of the high-intensity petawatt laser with such
large preformed plasmas will significantly affect the fast
aElectronic mail: mwei@ferp.ucsd.edu.
bPresent address: University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD, United
Kingdom.
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electron generation and must be taken into account in the
predictive modeling of fast electron transport and target
heating.
Recently, the hybrid implicit PIC code LSP9–11 was used
considerably in the modeling of laser-plasma interaction and
fast ion acceleration from solid targets. The LSP code is a 3D
electromagnetic PIC code designed for large-scale plasma
simulations and uses an absolutely Courant-stable implicit
method as the electromagnetic solver. Laser propagation in
vacuum, its interaction with plasmas, and fast electron pro-
duction can be included from first principles. Fully kinetic or
dynamically re-allocated fluid/kinetic descriptions can incor-
porate a wide range of plasma densities. A novel direct-
implicit scheme relaxes the usual PIC restrictions on the tem-
poral and spatial resolutions and still maintains good energy
conservation. Inter- and intraparticle interactions are deter-
mined by the Spitzer collision rate, and the ideal-gas model
is used for the equation of state. In these newer LSP calcula-
tions, the interaction of hot electrons with the laser fields,
physical effects from modified plasma densities, and hot
electron interaction with the LPI induced strong fields are
naturally included. To achieve this, a relatively finer grid size
for the LPI interaction region is required resulting in higher
computational costs compared to the earlier LSP work re-
ported in Refs. 3 and 4 where low-density preplasmas were
ignored.
In this paper, we present integrated simulation results of
fast electron transport in a wire target, using the hybrid im-
plicit PIC code LSP, taken from a single simulation that in-
cludes the production of fast electrons from the laser plasma
interaction. The small size wire target was employed specifi-
cally so as to enable simulations of the entire target to be
performed, under realistic laser conditions, and over dura-
tions much longer than that of the laser pulse. We have found
that the presence of preformed plasma significantly affects
the fast electron generation and propagation. Fast electrons
generated in the interaction of high-intensity laser with the
included low-density preformed plasma have shown a two-
temperature energy distribution. The high-energy component
has a slope temperature comparable to the ponderomotive
scaling, while the low-energy component has a reduced slope
temperature of about 0.5–1 MeV. Preformed plasmas and
the associated strong azimuthal magnetic fields have been
found to bottleneck the fast electrons in the interaction re-
gion. We have also identified one of the main mechanisms
for such strong magnetic field generation, i.e., the thermo-
electric effect or the so-called Tn process. Fast elec-
trons also have an overall propagation distance of 160 m
in the wire target. In addition, a long-range surface current
and resultant surface heating have also been observed. These
results are in good agreement with our wire target experi-
ments performed on the Titan laser at the Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory.12 Our results have demonstrated
the great importance of doing integrated simulation including
a low-density performed plasma.
The paper is organized as follows: Implicit PIC simula-
tion results of plasma dynamics and fast electron production
are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, three key properties of
the fast electron propagation, i.e., energy bottlenecking at the
interaction region, overall limited propagation of fast elec-
trons in the bulk of the target, and the surface heating, ob-
served in the integrated simulation with the wire target are
described. Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. SETUP AND RESULTS OF LSP MODELING
OF THE LASER PLASMA INTERACTION
In LSP 3D cylindrical coordinates, the polarization and
the phase of the laser electric field components are defined
in Cartesian sense. This allows full control of the
polarization—linear to circular. In our simulations, a linearly
polarized with only the Ex component laser with 1 m
wavelength is launched from the left boundary propagating
through a 20 m vacuum region and interacting with 16 m
thick Ti plasmas with a 25 m radius. The electron density
of the pre-ionized Ti 15+  plasma increases from
1020 cm−3 to 31022 cm−3 in 13 m thick steps and then
stays constant for another 3 m in the longitudinal direction
the density profile is shown in Fig. 1a, inset. The plasma
density profile used is intended to mimic that created by the
nanosecond long ASE prepulse of the main Titan laser.13,14
For simplicity, the laser has a step profile in time 0.5 ps
FIG. 1. Color Electron a and ion
b density contour plots at 300 fs. In-
set in a is the 1D electron density
profile taking along the dashed line at
t=0 and 300 fs. The laser was
launched from the left boundary with a
0.5 ps pulse square in time and
Gaussian profile in the radial
direction.
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with a peak intensity of 7.41019 W /cm2 and a Gaussian
profile in space focal spot size of 15 m. The simulation
was performed in 3D cylindrical geometries R=40 m, Z
=60 m with 2.38106 cells. There are 36 particles per
cell for both electron and ion species in the plasma region.
Both species are treated kinetically. The grid size is 20 cells
per laser wavelength and the time step ct=0.03 m. The
initial temperature of the plasma is set at 100 eV, which is
much less than that used for the explicit PIC simulations
keV temperatures. This initial temperature is chosen to
cap the Spitzer resistance corresponding roughly to the ac-
tual resistance curve so that nonphysical high resistance at
lower temperatures can be avoided.
Extremely nonlinear laser plasma interactions have been
observed in the LSP simulation. Figure 1 shows the electron
and ion density contour plots at 0.3 ps. The plasma electrons
are pushed in both longitudinal and transverse directions by
the laser ponderomotive force. At the laser propagation front,
the electron density profile steepens with a density increase
of about 2 as shown in the inset to Fig. 1a. Microchannel
formation is also observed in the intense laser region. These
channels are first initiated in the underdense plasma region
and then extend into the high-density plasma. The width of
each individual channel is comparable to the laser wave-
length 1 m. The formation of these microchannels is
likely due to the relativistic self-focusing and filamentation
instabilities as the laser power is well above the threshold
power for such instabilities to occur Pcrit=16.2o /p2
GW, where p is the plasma frequency and o is the laser
frequency.15 Such filamentation instability has also been ob-
served in experiments with gas-jet generated underdense
plasma. The width of the filaments is found to decrease with
an increase of the plasma density to the laser wavelength.16
These observed phenomena are consistent with simulations
using collisionless explicit PIC codes.17
Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum of the fast electrons
100 keV. The conversion efficiency from the laser to the
fast electrons is about 53%. The fast electron spectrum can
be fitted to a two-temperature Maxwellian distribution. The
shape of the high-energy component evolves with time to a
slope temperature of about 2.8 MeV, which is comparable to
the laser ponderomotive energy. The spectrum of the lower-
energy component evolves with time to about 1 MeV at the
end of the laser pulse. The slope temperature for this lower-
energy component is only about 1 /3 of the ponderomotive
energy. There is about 25% of the energy contained in the
low-energy component and 75% in the high-energy compo-
nent. It is noted that the lower-energy component only be-
comes noticeable after the microchanneling and density
steepening as seen in Fig. 1 occurred while the high-energy
component exists from the beginning of the laser plasma
interaction. This reduced slope temperature has also been
observed in recent explicit PIC simulations by two other in-
dependent codes, OSIRIS6 and PICLS,7 and has been attributed
to the steepening of the plasma density gradient, which si-
multaneously reduces the acceleration length available to the
electrons. It is worth noting that predictions of reduced elec-
tron temperature have important implications for fast igni-
tion, where hot electron energies must be limited to
1–3 MeV in order to heat the hot spot efficiently, but energy
must be deposited with sufficient rapidity to overcome loss
mechanisms, necessitating quite a high laser intensity. The
angular distribution of the fast electron produced in the LSP
simulation is almost isotropic.
The good agreement, in terms of plasma dynamics and
fast electron generation, between the implicit LSP and other
explicit collisionless or collisional PIC simulations, demon-
strates that the LSP code can indeed be used for the integrated
modeling of fast electron transport, including LPI. A detailed
example of such modeling is described in the following
section.
III. INTEGRATED LSP MODELING OF ELECTRON
BEAM TRANSPORT IN THE WIRE TARGET
Integrated LSP simulations were performed to model the
recent wire experiment carried out on the Titan laser at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The experimental
results can be found in Ref. 12. One type of target used in the
experiment was a 50 m titanium wire with a length of
700 m. The laser was incident on the tip of the wire. In
the integrated LSP simulations, the target is constructed as a
region of preformed plasma, with a similar density profile to
that shown above, followed by the Ti wire, which in the
simulation is 400 m in length more than half of the length
of the real target. It has a fixed ionization state of 15+ and
an electron number density of 8.451023 cm−3 1D electron
number density profile nz is shown in the inset to Fig.
3b. Electrons are treated as kinetic particles in the pre-
formed plasma region and as fluid species in the solid wire.
They can transmute from one status to another according to
their phase space, i.e., kinetic electrons with a directed en-
ergy less than 10 times the thermal temperature of the fluid
electrons are converted back to fluid, and vice versa. Simu-
lations were performed in 3D cylindrical geometries with
50 m in R and 450 m in Z. The linearly polarized laser,
with the same peak intensity as that used in the previous
FIG. 2. Color online Energy spectra of the fast electrons produced by the
high-intensity laser plasma interaction in LSP simulations.
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simulation, has a Gaussian profile in both time 0.4 ps full
width at half-maximum FWHM and space 9 m focal
spot size. To make a more efficient and practical simulation,
the grid size is relatively larger than that used in the previous
high-resolution simulations. In the preformed plasma region,
r=0.3 m, z=0.18 m, and there are 45 particles per cell
for both electrons and ions. In the solid target region, r
=0.6 m, z=1 m, and there are 27 particles per cell. The
initial temperature for both kinetic particles and the fluid is
set at 100 eV. Simulations are performed using the IA-64
Linux cluster at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. Even
with the reduced resolution, the code runs for 18 h on 32
nodes dual processors to reach 500 fs of simulation time.
The total run to 3 ps takes about 108 h.
In this simulation with a reduced resolution, it is worth
noting that although the microscopic phenomenon, i.e., mi-
crochanneling, cannot be really resolved anymore, the mac-
roscopic features in plasma dynamic, i.e., density steepening
with a bow-shaped contour as shown in Fig. 3a, are main-
tained. Laser field penetrates into the critical density surface
and is absorbed within a few laser wavelengths. About 60%
of laser energy is transferred to fast electrons, which is com-
parable to that obtained in the high-resolution run 53%
shown in Sec. II. The fast electron energy spectrum also
shows a two-temperature profile with the high-energy com-
ponent having a slope temperature of 2.8 MeV. The low-
energy component now has a slightly lower slope tempera-
ture 0.5 MeV. It should be noted that, similar to the high-
resolution simulation results shown in Sec. II, the high-
energy component is dominant due to the presence of the
low-energy preformed plasmas in both simulations.
The most striking feature regarding the fast electron den-
sity profile is the drastic reduction of the number density
along the wire axis. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 3b,
which shows lineouts averaged over the 1 m thick region
indicated in a of the fast electron number density at three
different times after the laser pulse. In this plot, the kinetic
electron number density decreases one order of magnitude in
less than 25 m inside the solid wire along the Z direction.
This indicates that laser-produced fast electrons are bottle-
necked near the interaction region. Phase-space data show
that those electrons have a relatively low energy
500 keV. Strong localized azimuthal magnetic fields,
which extend from the critical surface to the lower density
plasma region in a few-micrometer-thick layer, are observed
both during the laser pulse 100 MG and afterward 50 MG
at 1.3 ps and act to confine these electrons.
Such bottlenecking has been found to depend on the
scale length of the preformed plasma that obscures the solid
target. Figure 4 shows fast electron number density and mag-
netic fields from two LSP simulations that were performed for
comparison, in which all of the other parameters are identi-
cal, except for the preformed plasma condition. One simula-
tion includes preformed plasma, the other does not. Fast
electrons with an isotropic Maxwellian distribution in phase
space were promoted at the 3X relativistic corrected critical
surface in a 1 m thick layer from the background plasma
using the ponderomotive scaling for a given laser intensity
51019 W /cm2. These simulations, using the excitation
model for fast electron generation this method has been suc-
cessfully established and used in previous work3–5, were
performed to examine the effects of the preformed plasma on
the fast electron propagation. To well resolve the low-density
preplasma and reduce the numerical noise, a fine mesh size
with a minimum value of 0.25 m and a large number of
particles 170 per cell were used for the preplasma region.
Such simulations have a high computational cost that is com-
parable to that in the integrated LSP simulations. It took about
4 days to reach 1 ps of the simulation time with 10 proces-
sors. We have found that with a preformed plasma, more
electrons remain near the critical surface region. The fast
electron number density at the critical surface region with the
preformed plasma case is more than four times greater than
that with the steep density case as shown in Figs. 4a–4d.
It should be noted that the electrons that are confined have
energies less than 500 keV. Examining the fields see Figs.
4e and 4f in these two cases suggests that intense local-
ized azimuthal magnetic fields 50 MG just outside the
critical surface, in the low density plasma region, play an
important role in trapping those less energetic electrons and
inhibiting their propagation into the solid target. These fields
are generated due to the hot electrons, which go from the
FIG. 3. Color a Fast electron density contour plot at 1.3 ps; b on-axis
lineouts r-cut, averaged over 1 m thick width of the fast electron number
density. Inset in b is the initial on-axis electron including both kinetic and
fluid electrons density profile used in the simulation. The time evolution of
the fast electron propagation along the wire shows the bottlenecking of the
fast electrons at the interaction region.
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dense plasma into a low density region or vacuum in the
steep density case. Near the critical surface, the counter ef-
fects of the E field due to the charge separation and the B
fields confine more electrons at the critical surface. Those
trapped electrons are also found to laterally propagate along
the surface of the target. The trapped electrons are respon-
sible for the density maximum in the region of the strong
magnetic field. In the preformed plasma case, due to the
presence of the extended region of the low density plasma,
more energetic electrons go out into the low density plasma
region as compared to the case in which there is no pre-
formed plasma. The magnetic field can exist in a much
thicker layer of the plasma compared to the steep density
gradient case note that B fields with a similar magnitude are
also present in the steep density gradient case, but only ex-
tend through a less than 1 m thick surface layer. There-
fore, the inhibition of electron transport due to magnetic field
trapping becomes more pronounced when there exists a long
scale length preformed plasma. Similar surface magnetic
fields were observed in the simulations at much lower laser
intensities using CO2 lasers18 and were attributed to the ther-
moelectric effect or the so-called Tn process. At the
front target surface, the net electron component has a density
gradient in the longitudinal direction and an average tem-
perature gradient in the radial direction. So, the electric field
E−P /en with P=nkT has a nonzero curl and generates
an azimuthal magnetic field according to Faraday’s law. For
the parameters used in the simulation with n /n=2.8
103 /cm, Tn gives a field BMG140TMeV.
The maximum B field at 0.5 ps in the simulation is about
80 MG This corresponds to an estimated plasma temperature
of about 0.570 MeV, which is certainly of the same order as
the Th 1.1 MeV used in the simulations. At high laser in-
tensities, as in the present simulation, the hot electron behav-
ior also resembles a fountain in which electrons leaving the
irradiated spot toward the vacuum return to the target at the
margins of the spot. The surface magnetic fields and electron
trapping were also observed in the hybrid simulations of
Mason.5
Following the initial drastic reduction in number density,
the fast electron profile nz versus z further into the solid
target has a much slower decay. This is also confirmed in the
fast electron current profile shown in Fig. 5. The 1/e length
of this smooth decay gives an overall propagation distance of
160 m, which is slightly shorter than that observed by the
K	 luminescent emission measurements in the experiment
200 m. This difference may be due to the limited simu-
lation time 3 ps, only about 1 /3 of the original hot elec-
tron energy has thermalized by this time compared to the
long lifetime of the MeV electrons. Recent experiments have
suggested that K	 emission lasts longer than 10 ps at high
intensities 1019 W /cm2.19 The limited fast electron
propagation distance is mainly attributed to the bulk Ohmic
inhibition of the fast electrons proposed by Bell et al.20 With
FIG. 4. Color Fast electron density
contour a and b, lineouts r-cut c
and d, and the azimuthal magnetic
fields e and f for two different
preformed plasma conditions. a, c,
and e are with a preformed plasma
n=n0 exp−0.28 z− , zz0, z0
=50 m; and b, d, and f are for
the steep density condition without a
preformed plasma. For this figure only,
the simulations used a 0.5 ps laser
pulse with a square profile in time and
a Gaussian profile in the radial direc-
tion. The intensity on-axis was 5
1019 W /cm2. The hot electrons were
promoted from plasma electrons with
the mean energy found from the pon-
deromotive scaling for a local laser in-
tensity. The plots are shown 0.5 ps af-
ter the laser pulse.
FIG. 5. Fast electron peak current along the z direction showing both the
bottlenecking and an overall propagation length 1/e of 160 m.
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the given laser intensity and the known conductivity of the Ti
plasma at 100 eV 1.4106 
−1 m−1, Bell’s model pre-
dicts a propagation distance 120 m, which is similar to
that observed in our simulations and in the experiments. LSP
simulations with a lower initial temperature 10 eV, which
gives unphysical high resistance show a shorter propagation
distance. Our results also agree with recent e-PLAS results
where both magnetic inhibition taking place near the critical
surface region and resistive inhibition on the 100 m
scale were identified.21
In addition to the transport in the bulk of the target, LSP
simulations also show long-range surface transport and the
resultant surface heating. Figure 6a shows the lineout of the
background plasma electron temperatures at 3.3 ps. Beyond
100 m from the interaction region along the wire axis
direction, the wire surface was heated more than that inside
180 eV on the surface versus 120 eV inside. The slope of
the decay is almost flat at greater distances from the interac-
tion region. On the wire surface, intense azimuthal B-fields
40 MG and radial electric fields MV /m have also
been observed. The formation of such surface fields and sur-
face current transport and heating have been proposed and
investigated previously by various authors.22,23 Fast electrons
coming to the transverse boundary at an angle leave the wire
and move outside until they are turned back by the transverse
sheath field. Therefore, there is a longitudinal current of fast
electrons outside the wire that creates a magnetic field. The
surface current of plasma electrons as shown in Fig. 6b,
net current density plot develops to shield and prevent the
field penetration into the plasma. The return current in the
shield layer heats up the plasma and leads to the observed
higher surface temperature. It should be noted that in our
simulations, this surface current is only a very small fraction
of the total current as it extends only to about a 1 m thin
layer resolution limited. The ratio of the surface current to
the total current is proportional to the ratio of the thickness
of this layer to the wire radius. In our simulations, this ratio
is less than 4%. The observed long-range surface current and
heating agree qualitatively with the experiments where sur-
face plasma thermal emissions and the K	 fluorescence were
observed out to distances of 1 mm in some cases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
High-intensity short-pulse relativistic laser-plasma inter-
action, fast electron production, and transport in a solid tar-
get have been modeled using the implicit hybrid PIC code
LSP. All the important macroscopic nonlinear physics have
been well reproduced in the LSP simulation with relaxed con-
straints on the temporal and spatial requirements as com-
pared to conventional explicit PIC methods. Comparing our
results with those from explicit PIC codes, we have observed
similar energy conversion efficiency from the laser to fast
electrons as well as the reduced slope temperature in the
electron spectrum. This consistency check has demonstrated
that LSP modeling is a practical integrated solution for the
study of laser-produced fast electron transport and heating in
solid targets.
The integrated simulations for the wire target have re-
vealed important physics governing fast electron transport.
We have observed the bottlenecking of fast electrons at the
critical surface region, where the plasma density has been
significantly modified by the huge Gbar laser pressure. This
retention of fast electrons at the interaction surface is caused
by the local intense magnetic fields. The effects of the pre-
formed plasma on the magnetic inhibition of fast electron
transport have been examined and are in agreement with
e-PLAS hybrid PIC simulation results.5 Magnetic field trap-
ping of electrons with energies of less than 500 keV at the
interaction surface may account for the observed peak K	
fluorescence at the target front surface due to the large cross
section of K	 production for the electrons trapped or stopped
there. Our results are also consistent with the recent fully
PIC simulations, using the PICLS code, where stronger mag-
netic fields were observed at the critical surface region in the
longer preformed plasma condition, resulting in reduced cou-
pling to the solid target.24 Our findings may have significant
importance for fast ignition as a better energy coupling may
be achievable by controlling the scale length of the pre-
formed plasma as suggested by the LSP simulations. This will
be further investigated using the integrated LSP simulation.
The overall limited propagation distance, caused by the
Ohmic inhibition of the fast electron transport in the solid
wire target, in the integrated LSP simulations, is in reasonable
agreement with the experiments. Simulations have also con-
firmed the existence of long-range surface current guided by
the surface E and B fields and the resultant surface heating
FIG. 6. Color a Background electron temperature lineouts at three dif-
ferent radii showing a higher temperature on the surface, and b net current
density contour plot suggesting a localized return current on the surface that
results in the surface heating.
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by the return current as is observed in the experiment.
Though it is similar to that suggested in the explicit PIC
simulations, it should be noted that we have found that the
amount of the current and the degree of heating are sensitive
to the density and temperature of the plasma. More work is
required to quantify this surface phenomenon for better com-
parison with the experiment.
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